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About This Game

Great first-person shooter with excellent graphics and fun gameplay. In the city where you live as a retired soldier, one night
scary creatures rushed in, followed closely by soldiers. Their task is to eliminate all monsters that escaped from their

laboratories, as well as all the people who saw too much! Your mission is to get out of town and move far away from here.
However, everything is never as easy as it looks...
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I love board games! But the art is pretty bad, so are the jokes. the chars (heroes) pretty friggin unoriginal: but its a friggin board
game so yea I love those (wait said that already). Yea no local multi-player.................... WHY ........Its a board game. \
1 XD rating- DEV BAILED WOOO. Don't judge this game for its graphics , although it's a short game , it's one of the best
games I've played in a while . There's so much to be unpacked with this game . Also a warning to people who have
photosensitivity issues or get easily motion sickness this game might not be for you as there's a mission where these affect ypu.
This helped build Waste Walkers.
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/371100. was a verybgood game but kept crashing waste of money down loading. this
game has bad mechanics, rlly bad on racing. and looks bad. fun hobby project. but not a game to enjoy
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This game is amazing, and worth the price. If you loved Warcraft (not WoW), AoE, and the ilk, or maybe some casual simming,
or a ghoul stomping rpg. Lots of classes, skills, and resources. I mean, I can't pin this game down. If you love strategy games,
just give it a whirl. I got it for 7.99, would have paid the 9.99.. Overally,not a bad game.Had fun for a few hours,definitely had
way worse experience with games I spent a lot of money on.

Pro: - Good and challenging bots
  - A little customization,would love if it would be expanded
  - Abillity to customize your own team of bots

Cons : - Lack of more maps
  - A few ocasional bugs
  - Too few people to play with

I had fun and would recommend for others to try out as well.There's nothing to lose mate :D. This is a 7/10 for me overall

Graphics:
They are amazing for this style of play for such a quality game on lower titles compared to others.

Sound:
Has a great soundtrack to match it gameplay.

Controls:
Sometimes they are tough to use yet with some getting used to they aren't hard to use.

Overall it has good quality for those looking to just not do a lot just relax, if your looking for intense action the battles are
boring not amusing. Not a game for fast paced action player.. what a disgusting ♥♥♥♥ing dog♥♥♥♥♥♥version of boom
beach copy.. This is the only game so far that makes my videocard (gtx1060) to produce coil whine/hissing. As I understand it
happens only on videocard load, and no other game made it that far. So it looks like bad optimization.... This is an okay game. It
can get quite confusing at sometimes though. The tracks are way to complex and hard to figure out. But all up it's still pretty
good.. Fun little arcade racer, nice software rendered graphics. Crashes after few races, but because of autosave I won't lose
progress. Cringy Voice Acting. Is all i can think of thats bad about this game. its a fluid well thought out platforming rpg
adventure. with a ending thats rather satisfying, the combat system is fluid and works well, the boss fights are really quite good.
The sound track is great. The comic book style cutscences are great, really nice touch. The game is one that does faf, You dont
have enemys waiting for you to attack that guy. "Oh your killing him ill wait". NOPE! they will pile on you and on nightmare its
excelent fun! A solid well rounded platforming action adventure rpg. If you plaied this as a kid like i did then its well worth
revisting :).

And im sorry but if you cant run this game properly theres something wrong with your computer ... or your running a single core
laptop.. One of the worst games I have ever played. Should be called Buggerdale.
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